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Abstract 
The abstract of the thesis entitled : 
Multigrid Methods for Parameter Identification in Heat Conduction Systems 
submitted by CHAN Kai Yam 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in September 2001 
This thesis focuses on identifying the heat conductivity parameter q in the 
parabolic heat conduction equation. It turns up that many applications in science 
and industry, such as the heat conduction, diffusion of chemicals, electric conduc-
tivity of metal and groundwater flow, the same modelling can be applied. Usually, 
direct access to this parameter is not available or very expensive. As an alterna-
tive, it is easy to measure the initial and terminal status of the temperature u. 
With this quantitative inforination, we formulate the reconstruction of the physical 
paramenter ^ as a constrained minimization problem in a way that the solution u 
matches its terminal observation data optimally in L^-norm. 
The formulation is based on the output least squares method plus the H^-
regularizatioii. The problem is then discretized by the finite element method and 
solved by the steepest descent method. To speed up the whole identifying process, a 
nonlinear multigrid technique is introduced. The multigrid method consists of two 
parts. The first part starts the iterative method on the coarser grids to generate an 
initial guess more close to the exact parameter. The second part improves the rate 
of convergence of the solution by solving the residual equation on the coarser grids. 
Besides, we try to reverse the order of coarse grid correction in the second part and 
find that some better results can be achieved. Numerical results are given to com-
pare the efficiency and effectiveness of steepest descent method with and without 











最小化問題(Constrained Nonlinear Minimization Problem) ’ 目的是求取一個參數 g 使 
其熱傳導方程的解與觀察所得的値儘量胞合。 
我們利用輸出最小平方法（Output Least Squares Method)建立帶約束的非線性最 
小化問題，加上Hi正則化項令參數辨識的過程變得穩定。我們用有限元方法（Finite 
Element Method)將原本連續的問題離散化’然後用最速下降法(Steepest Descent 
Method)求取參數q 0爲了加快收斂速度，我們引進多重網格方法(Multigrid 
Method) ’透過粗網格上的計算爲細網格提供較好的迭代起始値 (Coarse Grid 
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1.1 Parameter Identification in Heat Conduction 
Systems 
This thesis is mainly concerned with the heat conduction system which can be 
modelled by the following initial-boundary value problem: 
——• • [qVu] = t), in Q X (0，T) (1.1) 
u(x,0) = uo(x), in Q (1.2) 
t) = g(x, t) on dVt x (0, T). (1.3) 
Here u represents the temperature of the concerned conductive physical body at time 
t and position x, f is the heat source density distribution, Uq and g are the initial 
and boundary temperatures of the physical body ’ and q{x) is the heat conductivity, 
which is often time-independent. 
If one knows all the physical parameters, like q, Uq, f and g, then one can solve " 
the problem (1.1)-(1.3) to achieve the temperature behavior of the physical body 
at any time t > 0 and any position x. This is often called the forward problem or 
direct problem, and is known to be well-posed. 
But in many applications, some of the physical parameters may not be easy to 
1 
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access or are very expensive to achieve. Instead, it may be much easier to measure 
the temperature data on part of the boundary or some subregions of the physical 
domain. A natural question is then: 
Can one use these measurement data to recover the desired physical parameters ？ 
This is often called the inverse problem. Among all possible inverse problems related 
to the parabolic system (1.1)-(1.3), the main focus of this thesis is to identify the 
heat conductivity coefficient q{x) in (1.1), given some temperature measurement 
data. 
Before we go into the details about the inverse problem considered in the the-
sis, we first review some inverse problems arising from the engineering applications, 
which are close to our concerned inverse problem and for which our numerical meth-
ods can be applicable. 
1. Heat Conduction [4 
This is the problem of our major interest in this thesis. The equations of 
the physical model are the system (1.1)-(1.3). Consider the heat conduction 
in a material occupying a domain Q whose temperature is kept at zero at 
the boundary dQ, that is, set g{x,t) = 0 in (1.2). The initial temperature 
u(x,0) and the internal heat source f{x,t) are known. Through observing the 
temperature distribution u{x, t) at a specified time T, the heat conductivity 
q(x) of the material in is recovered. 
2. Diffusion [22 
Consider a dye diffusing through a motionless fluid in a tube, the dye moves 
from regions of high concentration to that of low concentration. The process 
can also be described by the system (1.1)-(1.3) if the boundary condition (1 .3 )“ 
is changed to the Neumann one : 
du 
— = 0 on di^ X (0,T). (1.4) 
This means there is no dye flux exchanges on the boundary. The rate of 
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diffusion q(x) is to be determined by measuring the concentration of the dye 
u(x, t). 
3. Permeability [1] 
The problem of determining membrane permeability can be modelled exactly 
as the diffusion problem. It is useful in biological and medical science in view 
of the fact that the membrane in human body is inaccessible. In this case, the 
permeability q{x) can still be obtained by measuring the concentration u{x,t) 
of the injected chemicals and solving equation (1.1). 
4. Electric Conductivity [8 
The aim is to find the electric conductivity a{x) of an unknown conductor by 
observing the variations in the electric field E and magnetic field B which are 
described by Maxwell's equations. Following the conventions in electromag-
netic physics, the Maxwell's equations can be written as : 
( 
f + = 
(1.5) 
••丑 二 P, 
• •5 = 0， 
v 
where J and p are the electric current density and electric charge density 
respectively. When a steady testing current is a p p l i e d ,蒙 = 0 and hence 
cr 丑 = J + V x B . Substituting this equation into the Faraday's equation 
蟹 + • X 丑 = 0 ’ one can then determine a from solving 
dB 1 1 
i + = — j V x J . (1.6) 
1.2 Inverse Problems 
In the above examples, there are two directions of solving the system : 
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(i) given q (or a), solve the partial differential equation for u (or B); 
(ii) given u (or B), find the coefficient q (or o) in the differential equation. 
In these pairs of problems, (i) and (ii) are said to be inverse to each other (Keller 
.9]) since the formulation of one involves the other. Basically, we call one of these 
problems the direct problem if it is simpler to solve and studied earlier, then the 
other one is called the inverse problem. There is another distinction between direct 
and inverse problems. In natural science, we often refer one problem to the direct 
problem if it anticipates the effect that a physical system will pose in the future 
based on the knowledge of the present state with the underlying physical laws, like 
that in (i). In contrast, the inverse problems are concerned with finding out what 
causes an desired or observed effect, like that in (ii). Apart from the parameter 
identification, inverse problems appear in the reconstruction of past state of the 
system from the present observations and the determination of the structure of the 
model accounted for the observations. We collect some inverse problems of these 
types as follows : 
1. Backward Heat Conduction Problem [13 
The model is the same as the system (1.1)-(1.3). But in the current prob-
lem, the heat conductive coefficient q{x) is known and the inverse problem is 
to reconstruct the initial temperature w(:r，0) = uo{x) from the data u{x,T) 
measured at a later time T. In the one dimensional case, the backward heat 
conduction problem can be formulated as an equivalent integral equation. To 
see this, consider the model equations : 
t = 0 ’ xG (0,7r) and tG (0,T) -
, 、 （1") 
u(0,t) = u(7r,t) = 0. t e (0,T) 
Separation of variables leads to the solution 
oo 
v ^ 2 2 � 
4工’ = a^e-n ‘ sm(nx) with a^ = - uo(y) sm(ny) dy. (1.8) 
n=l ^ Jo 
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Taking t = T in (1.8), the initial temperature Uo(x) then solves the integral 
equation : 
2 「 
= 5 Jo k{x,y)uo(y)dy, xG (0,7r) (1.9) 
where k{x,y) = sin(nx) sin(n?/). 
2. Geological Prospecting [5 
The geological prospecting problem arises from determining the location, the 
shape and some parameters such as the density distribution and conductivity 
of the underground bodies from the measurements at the earth's surface. Let 
us consider .a simple one dimensional model of determining the change of mass 
density p(s) of an anomalous area just one unit beneath a flat horizontal 
surface. An instrument at the surface along 0 < s < 1 measures the vertical 
component y(s) of the force due to the mass distribution below it. The distance 
from a small mass element p{t)At to the instrument is ^ ( s - t)2 + i by simple 
trigonometrical relations. Then, a vertical force Ay{s) at position s is given 
by 
A 咖 二 T 拳 
、 ) ^ ( ( s + 1)3/2-
This results in the following Fredholm integral equation of first kind ： 
y[s) = 7 广 pM dt 
The direct problem is to compute the force y{s) with the mass density p{t) 
known through the integration. In the inverse problem, the goal is to compute 
the mass density from the measurements which can be made easily on the 
earth's surface. 
3. Inverse Scattering Problem [3 
This problem can be used to find the shape and the iiihomogeiieity of an 
miknown object by observing the scattered waves u\ We consider an example 
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of identifying a spatially varying acoustic profile (the reciprocal of sound speed) 
described by a function n — n{x) which equals one outside a compact set. A 
time harmonic wave U^ = is sent in, where u^  denotes the velocity 
potential and satisfies the Helmhotz equation : 
+ k'^u' = 0. (1.10) 
The total wave u = u^^-u^ obeys the following equation due to inhomogeneity: 
Aw + k'^ n^u = 0. (1.11) 
With the assumption that the scattered wave u^ is insignificant to the incident 
wave u\ one can then combine equations (1.10) and (1.11) to yield 
+ k'^u' = k^fu' (1.12) 
where / = 1 - n^. It leads to the following Fredholm equation of first kind in 
which the target f is restored : 
= [ G[x,y)u\y)f{y)dy. (1.13) 
J supp / 
The function G[x,y) is the fundamental solution of the Helmhotz equation 
(1.10): 
G(x, y) = for x^y. (1.14) 
471 T — y 
1.3 Challenges in Inverse Problems 
All the inverse problems listed above come from real-world applications. Therefore _ 
it is natural to expect a solution exists and is unique. But this expectation may not 
be true for such practical inverse problems because of the following two reasons : 
measurements and observations always contain errors and unavoidable interference; 
the mathematical models can treat only a finite number of parameters and limited 
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size of data, they usually cannot describe the physical world exactly. Ideally, we 
would hope that the solution of the inverse problem is insensitive to the measurement 
errors and model errors. Hadamard formulated a clear concept of well-posedness to 
describe these favorable properties. According to him, a problem is well-posed if the 
following conditions hold : 
• (existence) the problem has a solution, 
• (uniqueness) there exists at most one solution and 
• (stability) the solution depends continuously on the data. 
. The problem is ill-posed if one of the conditions is violated. 
It is interesting to note that most of inverse problems are ill-posed while the 
corresponding direct problems are well-posed. 
We have seen that many inverse problems can be formulated as integral equations 
of the first kind. Now, we consider a special inverse problem and get some basic 
idea about the difficulties of solving inverse problem. The special inverse problem 
is the "differentiation" [4]: 
The direct problem is to compute y = Kx over [0,1] where K is an integral operator 
defined as 
[Kx)(t) = f x{s)ds 
Jo 
、 and 7/(0) = 0. Note that the inverse problem is solvable in C[0,1] only liy gC^ [0，1 . 
We take the uniform norm ||x||oo = maXie[o,i] |工⑴| in C[0,1]. The direct problem, 
i.e. the integration, is a stable process in the sense that highly oscillating error are 
damped out. If y is the antiderivative of x and if we perturb x{t) to x(t), say, for a . 
small S, 
x(t) =x( t ) + Ssin(t/S'^), 
then’ the corresponding solution y(t) is still very close to the exact solution y(t) 
as IIP - ？/lloo < 
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For the inverse problem, however, if we perturb y[t) to y{t), the first difficulty 
may turn out to be the differentiability of y{t), as a result, solution may not exist. 
Assume it is differentiable and suppose the perturbation is again 5sin(力/沪).The 
noised data is y{t) = y{t) + 6sm{t/S^). Then, while the error in the data is at most 
S, the error in the solution is 1/5 which is tremendously large for small S. In this 
case, the solution a:(s) does not depend continuously on the data y{t) in the uniform 
norm and the process of differentiation is said to be unstable with respect to the 
noise. 
The matter of stability draws most of the attention in solving inverse problems. 
Mathematically, the existence of a solution can be enforced by enlarging the solu-
tion space. If the problem has more than one solution, we can decide either one is of 
interest, e.g. the least squares solution, or build in additional information, e.g. spec-
ifying the the smoothness or bounds. If the problem lacks the property of stability, 
then the numerically computed solution would be meaningless as it has nothing to 
do with the exact solution, since, in the real-world, no measurements can be free of 
noise. However, under additional a priori information about the solution and the 
noise level, the defect may be remedied by some regulanzatwn techniques. Among 
various regularization methods, we will study Tikhonov Regularization method in 
the next chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Tools in Parameter Identification 
In this section, we introduce two basic methods for solving inverse problems : Output 
Least Squares Method and Tikhonov Regulanzation. The former method transforms 
inverse problems to optimization problems(cf [1]). The latter method stabilizes the 
original ill-posed problems by solving a family of nearby well-posed problems (cf 
[4],[25]). 
In general, we can formulate the direct problem in the following form ： 
F 
工 > y 
cause model effect 
where F : V(F) C X 7 is an operator between Hilbert spaces X and Y with 
inner products < .〉x and < • >y respectively. The evaluation of the operator 
F acting on x is known to be the direct problem. It is well-posed in the sense that 
the operator F is continuous. But this is often not the case in inverse problems, 
i.e. solving F{x) = y for x when y is known. If F is linear and compact and the • 
underlying Hilbert spaces are of infinite dimensions, then the inverse problem is 
always ill-posed (cf Theorem 1.17 in [13]). 
9 
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2.1 Output Least Squares Method 
The aim of the output least squares method is to find a solution x such that the 
computed F{x) matches the observation y optimally. This leads to the consideration 
of how to convert the original problem into an optimization problem. Basically, it 
depends on the kind of the observation data available. For example, in our interested 
system (1.1)-(1.3), there are two kinds of observation data : 
(1) the measurements of the temperature u at time T, namely, 2(x); 
(2) the measurements of the gradient of the temperature u at time T, namely, V2;(x). 
When we are given measurements (1), we try to find a heat conductive coefficient 
q* such that the following functional is minimized : • 
J � = f \u(q-,T)-z\^dx (2.1) 
JQ 
where u(q; T) is the solution of the initial-boundary value problem (1.1)-(1.3) with a 
given coefficient q at time T. For general inverse problems, the output least squares 
method solves the following minimization problem : 
mill J{x) = \\F{x)-y\\l. (2.2) 
On the other hand, if we are given measurements (2) in our model, then we try to 
find a heat conductive coefficient q* such that the following functional is minimized 
12]: 
J � = I q{x)\V{u(q-,T) - dx. (2.3) 
JQ 
The above minimization problems can be solved by iterative methods such as 
the steepest descent method. This requires the evaluation of the direct problem. 
Since direct problems are well-posed, the iterative method is easy to perform. 
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2.2 Tikhonov Regularization 
The aim of this method is to replace the ill-posed problem by a nearby well-posed 
problem so that the approximate solution becomes continuously dependent on the 
data. We always assume we have noised data y石 rather than the exact data y and 
they are related by 
\\y' - ？/II < 
The Tikhonov regularization solves the inverse problem F{x) = y^ by introducing 
an additional term to the minimization problem (2.2): 
. mill Ja(x) = ||F(x) - y^W^y + (2.4) 
where a is the regularization parameter and is positive. We denote the solution of 
this minimization problem by From the theorem [4] below, we see that solving 
the minimization problem (2.4) is stable as the solution depends continuously on 
the data We pose some assumptions on the operator F which is also true in real 
situation : 
1. F is continuous and compact ； 
2. V(F) is weakly closed. 
Theorem 1 Let a > 0 and let {i/k} and {x^} be sequences such that yk — y^ and 
Xk is a minimizer of the following functional : 
J^{x) = \\F{x)-yj,\\l + a\\x\\], (2.5) 
Then there exists a convergent subsequence of{xk} and the limit of every convergent 
subsequence is a minimizer of (2.4)• 
Proof. By definition of Xk, J二⑷ < J^{x) for any 工 G V(F). Therefore, the 
sequence of real numbers {\\xk\\} and {||F(a:fc)||} are bounded. The boundedness 
implies there exists a subsequence, still denoted by {x^}, such that 
xk^x and F{xk) F(x) as /c ^  oo (2.6) 
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for some x G P(F). By the weak lower semicontinuity of the norm, for each x G 
V(F), we get 
人(旬 < liminf(||F(xfc) — Vkf + c^Hx^f) 
< limsup(||F(xfc) — Vkf + allxfcf) 
This indicates that x is a minimizer of (2.4) and hence, 
. - VkW^  + a\\xkf) = ||F(x) - + …丨到|2. (2.7) 
Now, we suppose Xk does not converges to x strongly. Let c = limsup ||xfc||. Then 
c〉II到I and there exists a subsequence {xm} of {xk} such that — c . Using 
(2.7), we get 
jim^ wn^m) - ymW = 剛 - i f f + a(|| 到 |2 - c^) < \\Fix) - / I I . 
It makes contradiction to the inequality 
\\F(x)-y'\\<lmuni\\F{x,)-y,\\ 
as a result of lower semicontinuity of the norm and (2.6). Therefore, Xk x. • 
Next，we may wonder how regularized solution x^ is connected with the exact solu-
tion X of the noise free system F{x) = y. To see this, we present the next theorem 
4] to show under some conditions on a, the regularized solution x^ converges to a 
minimal norm solution of F{x) = y. • 
Definition 1 x* 
is CL uiiniiTKil novm solution of F[x) 二 y if 
||a;*||=inf{ Ikll I F{z) = y} 
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Theorem 2 Assume y e V(F). Let be such that 
a{S) — 0 and S^/a{5) 0 as S 0 . 
Then, every sequence {x�J二i where Sk 0, a^ = and x^J^Js a minimizer of 
J》0^) 二 —?A||2 + a』:r||2, (2.8) 
has a convergent subsequence. Moreover, the limit of every convergent subsequence 
is a minimal norm solution of 
F{x) = y. (2.9) 
Proof. Let x* be a minimal norm solution of (2.9). By definition of o:》知， 
hence, we have 
£S / ( a :》 J = 仏 ( 2 . 1 0 ) 
limsiip||4'J < ||x*||. (2.11) 
fc—+00 
This implies the boundedness of x '^^ a^nd thus there exists a convergent subsequence, 
still denoted by such that 
X as k oo (2.12) 
for some x e X. With (2.10), we know that x G V{F) and F(x) = y. By the lower 
semicontinuity of the norm, (2.11), (2.12) and the definition of we get, 
I到I < limsup||x '^;|| < ||x*|| < |lx||. (2.13) • 
fc—>oo 
This shows that ||:r|| = ||x*|| and hence x is also a minimal norm solution of (2.9). 
Using the fact that 
—利2 = ||:r》j2 + I 间 - 2 < x i l , x > x (2.14) 
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together with (2.11) and (2.12), we obtain 
limsup||x^';-x|p<2||x|p-2 1im (2.15) 
k—oo fc—>oo " 
Therefore, rc》—x. 口 
2.3 Our Approach 
Recall the objective of this thesis to propose a method for identifying the heat 
conductive coefficient q{x) in the following system 
Qn 
— i n Q x ( 0 , r ) , 
u{x,0) = uo{x) in Q, 
u(x,t) = g(x,t) on dQ x (0,T), 
so that the solution u{x,t) matches the final temperature 
u{x,T) = z(x) in n (2.16) 
optimally in certain norm. 
We first assume some a priori information of the parameter q{x) known by its phys-
ical properties, we define a constrained set K G as follows : 
K = I q e H\n) and 0 < ai < q{x) < a.e. in Q} 
We formulate the parameter identification problem (1.1)-(1.3) as the following 
constrained minimization problem which is based on the output least squares method ‘ 
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with the i^fi-regularization : 
minimize J{q) = \ j j 一 z\^dxdt + ’N�q) (2.17) 
subject to q e K and V e H\n) satisfying 
v{x,0) = uo{x) in n, (2.18) 
t) = g(x, t) on dn x (0，T), (2.19) 
J^qVv-\/(l)dx = J^f{x,t)(f)dx V0 6 H^ (Q) (2.20) 
for a.e. t € (0,T). In the formulation (2.17), a is a small constant which is usu-
ally taken to be one or two discrete time step sizes in numerical implementations. 
Throughout this thesis, we take the weighted regularization term N(q) as 
[ \Vq\^dx (2.21) 
J fi 
and 7 > 0 the regularization parameter. 
The system (2.18)-(2.20) is the variational formulation associated with the parabolic 
problem (1.1)-(1.3) for smooth parameter q{x). If q[x) is not smooth in Vt, the 
variational formulation is a little bit different, suppose 




where ^^  = U ^ h. Multiplying both sides of the equation (1.1) by a test function 
0 G and integrating over Q, then 
/ ^tHx 一 / • . (qiVu)(l)dx — / • . {q2Vu)(t)dx = [ fcfxix (2 23) 
.川 仏 Jq 
Let n be the unit outward normal vector to the boundary dn^. Applying integration • 
by parts, we get 
/ ut(f)dx-^ / qiVu • V(f)dx - [ q,~(f)ds 
Jn 」％ JdQi dn 
f ^ ^ f du r (2-24) 
+ / qzVu • + / q2^(l)ds = / fcfxh: 
Jon, dn 九斤 
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or equivalently, let F = n be the interface between the subdomains and 
j Utcpdx + J qVu • Vcjydx = J + J fcpdx. (2.25) 
The term J^[q^](j)ds is called the jump condition for q{x) and is zero for smooth 
q{x) so that (2.25) is the same as (2.20). 
We assume uo G H\n), g e and f e L\n)). From 
the standard theory of parabolic systems, there exists a unique solution v = v{q; t) 
for each q e K to the variational problem (2.18)-(2.20) and v(q) have the following 
regularities : 
v{q) e v(q) e 昨’ T;麵),v(q) e C(0,T;L'(Q)). 
We have the following existence theorem for the problem (2.17)-(2.20). 
Theorem 3 There exists a mimrmzer to the minimization problem (2.17)-(2.20). 
Proof. First of all, we show that there exists a minimizing sequence {g^} c K 
such that {J{qn)] converges to minqeK J{q). We first derive an a priori bound on 
the solution v = v{q;t) to the system (2.17)-(2.20) for any q G K. To do this, we 
introduce the function G{x, t) which solves 
AG'(x,^)-Oin (2.26) 
G{x, t) = g{x, t) on dQ x (0, T), (2.27) 
at any fixed time t e (0，T). Then, G(x,t) e Now, taking 0 = 
v{q) - G e in (2.20) and integrating with respect to t, we have 
�）+ [ [ vGtdx + ai [ f \Wv\^dxdt 
乙 Jn Jo Jn 
‘ < IhoWh^n) ^ J^vG dx-h J^ J^q\/v-VGdxdt + J^ J fiv-G) dxdt. 
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By Poincan§'s inequality, the semi-norm IIV . IIL2(D) is equivalent to the full-norm 
11· IIHl(D), therefore , 
~ Ilvlli2(11) + D:lllvlli2(o,T;Hl(I1)) 
:S ~ lIuolli2(11) + IlvIIL2(11) IIGllu(l1) + IlfIIL2(11) IIGIIL2(11) 
+ II v IlL2(O,T;Hl(D)) (IIG t Il L 2(D) + IIGIIL2(O,T;Hl(D)) + IIfIlL2(O,T;H-l(D))) . 
Applying Young's inequality, we could now see that v is bounded in £ 2(0, T; H1(n)): 
cxlllvIlL2(O,T ;Hl(D)) 
~ C(lIu olli2(D) + IIGIIL2(D) + IlfIlL2(D)IIGIIL2(D) (2.28) 
+ IIGt Il L 2(D) + IIGI\L2(O,T;Hl(D)) + IlfIIL2(o,T;H-l(D))) 
where H- 1(n) is the dual space of HJ(n). As a result , for any q E K, J(q) is 
bounded over K. Then, min J(q) is finite over K and hence there exists a minimizing 
sequence {qn} C K such that 
lim J(qn) = Inin J (q) . 
n--+oo qEJ{ 
Therefore by definition of J(qn), {N(qn)} is bounded and there is a subsequence, 
still denoted as {qn}, qn converging to q* E K in £1(0.) norm. The boundedness of 
{v(qn)} in £2(0 ,T;H 1(n)) obtained from (2.28) in addition implies there exists a 
subsequence, still denoted by {v( qn) } such that 
v(qn) ~ v* weakly in £ 2(0, T ; Hl(n) ). (2.29) 
We remark that v* is related to q* by v* = v(q*) . To see this, Inultiplying both sides 
of the following equation 
in V(qn)t<jJdx + in qn \lV(qn) ' \l<jJdx = in f<Pdx V<jJ E Ht (rl) (2 .30) 
by a function TJ E Cl [0, T] with TJ(T) = 0, then integrating with respect to t over 
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0, T], we obtain 
- J ^ u o r ] { 0 ) ^ d x + J^ / ”⑴f小dxdt (2.31) 
= - [ [ 一 彻 [ [ " ⑴ . • � ( I r d t 
-'o Jn Jo jQ ny{qn)Vt{t)(f)dxdt-\- / / rj(t)qVv(qn)-V(f)dxdt —T -� Jo Jn 
+ / / — •V(l)d:Ldt. 
Jo Jn 
Letting n oo in (2.31), the last term in (2.31) vanishes by (2.28)，the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality and the Lebesgue dominant convergence theorem, then by (2.29), 
we obtain 
-义"。"(0)如工 + 义 / 认t^jfcpchdt (2.32) 
nv*r]t{t)(f)dxdt + f [ 7]{t)q*Vv* • V(J)dxdt. � Jo Jn 
Since (2.32) is valid for any r] e C^O, T] with r](T) = 0, it is true for any “ G Co°°[0, T 
and this implies 
+ -V(I)dx= I f(j)dx \f(t)e H她. (2.33) 
From (2.32) and (2.33) ’ we get v*{x, 0) = uo{x) and t) = g{x, t) on dQ x (0, T). 
By definition of v(q), we know v* = v(q*). 
This comes to an essential step to show that 
/ L…⑷—斤办出4 It J…⑷—办出as n oo. (2.34) 
By definition, v(q*) satisfies 
+ = j f(t)dx \J(i) e HliO). (2.35) 
Put (j) 二 v{qn) - v{q*) € Hl[il) in (2.30) and (2.35), then subtracting one of them 
from the other, we get 
. / M^n) - vt[q*)) {v(qn) - v{q*)) dx + f 如|•(一„) — 一*)) p 办 (2.36) •/fi Jq 
= � q * - . V (viqr,) 一 v{q*)) dx 三：Rl J r2 
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We rearrange the terms of (2.36) in the following form 
1 c/ f 
5巧11 一n ) — � = Rl- {v{qn) - 一”）\'dx =: R\ + Rl (2.37) 
Then integrating both sides of (2.37) over (0，t) for any t<T,we obtain 
1 fT 
— 咖 ⑶ s y 。 ( 2 . 3 8 ) 
By the weak convergence of v(qn) obtained in (2.29) and the remark that v* = v{q*), 
we see 
L + — O a s n —00， (2.39) 
it turns out that 
max \\v(qn;t) - v{q*;t)\\L2^n) — 0 as n — oo. (2.40) 
With the convergence of v{qn) to v{q*) in L'^ -norm given by (2.40) and the bound-
edness of v(qn), we have 
f [ HQu) - z\^dxdt - [ [ - zl^dxdt 
Jr-aJn jT-aJn 
二 / MQu) - ？Kg*)) (v(qn) + v{q*) — 22；) — 0 as n — oo. 
JT-aJn 
Therefore, the desired convergence (2.34) is achieved. 
Now we are able to show that q* is a minimizer to J(.) over K. 
By the results obtained above and the lower semicontinuity of the norms, we see 
that 
彻 臺 / / I一n) —2:|2 + mninf7 [ I •�|2 
n—oo Z Jr-a Jn n^oo J^ 
< liminf J ⑷ = m i n J(q) 
n—oo qeK 
and hence the result follows. • 
Chapter 3 
Numerical Implementations 
3.1 Finite Element Discretization and Its Conver-
gence 
To formulate the finite element method, we first triangulate the polyhedral do-
main Q with a regular triangulation T^ of simplicial elements, say, intervals in 
one dimension, triangles in two dimensions and tetrahedra in three dimensions (cf. 
Ciarletp]). We then construct a finite element subspace Vh of V consisting of piece-
wise linear functions over the triangulation Let us denote the nodal points of 
T" by (xij^^i and approximate the constrained set K by 
Kh = [qh e V^h I S qh(xi) < for i = 1, 2, . . . , iV}. 
To discretize the time, we divide the time interval [0,T] into M equally-spaced 
subintervals with nodal points 
0 = t。< < •.. < 力AJ = T 
where t几=tit and r = T/M. 
For a continuous mapping u : [0,r] — ⑴)’ we define v/" = u(-,nT) for 
0 < n < M. Then the quotient difference for the sequence C is 
20 
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With the above notations, we now formulate the finite element problem correspond-
ing to the continuous problem (2.17)-(2.20) as follows : 
M 
minimize Jh(qh) = ^ Y1 / K - + (3.1) 
n=M-no Q 
subject to Qh e Kh and v^ = vl{qh) G Vh satisfying 
= QhUo{x) in (3.2) 
< (工)=Qb (工,n on a^ Mor n 二 1’ 2’ …• ’ M， (3.3) 
f drvlci^hdx + [ qnVvl. V‘d:r = [ r<l>hdx € ^ (3.4) 
J^ Jn Jet 
o 
for n 二 1’ 2, . . . , M. Here Vh is the collection of functions in V^ that vanish on the 
boundary dfi. The integer no is related to the parameter a by cr = (n。+ 1)T for 
simplicity. The term Nhiqh) is the discrete regularization defined by 
M q h ) = / \Vqh\^dx (3.5) 
Jn 
corresponding to the continuous form of N{q). The operators Qh and Q^ are finite 
element interpolants that approximate the continuous functions. Regarding the 
above discretization, we have the following results : 
Theorem 4 There exists at least a minimizer to the finite element problem (3.1 )-
(34)-
The proof can be made in a way similar to that of Theorem 3 with a little modifi-
cation. 
Theorem 5 Let be a sequence of minimizers to the finite element problem 
(3.1)-(34). Then each subsequence of {q^}h>o has a subsequence converging to a 
minimizer of the continuous problem (2.17)-(2.20). 
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By means of the following lemma, we can prove the above convergence theorem ： 
Lemma 1 For any sequence {q^} in Kh and some q e K, if q�converges to q in 
as h tends to zero, then 
^ r nT n 
[ T KM 一 z\^dx > / / \v{q) - z\^dxdt as 0. 
n=M—no Jn JT—aJn 
We refer to section 4 of [28] for details. 
3.2 Steepest Descent Method 
The steepest descent method is a widely used iterative method in finding a minimizer 
by searching the next iterate along the gradient direction. To put it simply, let us 
consider a smooth univariate function /(A) which satisfies 
O<A0<A1<A2 and 
/(Ao) > /(Ai) and /(Ai) < /(A2). 
By the assumptions we know that a minimizer exists in the interval [A。’ A2], called the 
trust interval. Applying the bisection method, we can reduce the trust interval to an 
extent such that the minimizer is trapped in an interval of length smaller than some 
tolerance. Since every smooth univariate function behaves like polynomials over 
sufficiently small intervals, we can accelerate the process by means of a quadratic 
curve search method : 
Starting from the trust interval [Ao’A2], set j = 0 and let Aj = A。，A《= 
Ai and A‘ =入2. 
1. Find the minimizer of the quadratic polynomial having the same function value 
as /(A) at A = AJ, A-； and A ,^ denote it by A*. 
2. There will be two cases : 
Case (i) : A* < A] 
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If /(A*) < f{X{), then set A《+i = AJ, = A*，and = A{； 
otherwise set = A*, A{+i = A{, and A《+i = X^ 
Case (ii) : A* > X{ 
If /(A*) < /(Ai), then set A 广 = A i + i = A*’ and = A;; 
otherwise set = Aj, = and A)2+i = A*. 
3. If A《+i —Aij+i < tolerance, stop and output A广 as the approximate minimizer; 
otherwise set j = j + l and go to step 1. • 
To apply the above quadratic line search method to find a minimizer of a mul-
tivariate function J{q), we set up the following iterative scheme so that the next 
iterate is always producing a smaller function value : 
where g"^ is along the direction of the first derivative of and n is the iteration 
number. In each iteration, the direction g^ is fixed and we try to minimize / (A )= 
+ Xg"") for A > 0. In this regard, the multivariate problem is converted to a 
univariate problem so we could apply the above method once the trust interval has 
been located. We suggest the following method to locate the trust interval : 
1. Set Ao = 0, Ai = 1 and A2 = Ai. 
2. There will be two cases : 
Case (i) : + A!巧 > J ( g ” 
Let P = 1/2. Repeat setting A2 = PX2 until + A2"") < 
Case (ii) : + A i巧 < J(q几) 
Let /3 = 2. Repeat setting A2 = /?A2 until + A2P'') > 八+ Ai^"). • 
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Come back to our problem, we first show how to derive the Gateaux derivative of 
o 
Jh(gh)- Let ph e Vh-
JhiQh + — JhiQh) 
M 广 
/ (<(办 + 知"）—^hiQk))K(qh + Xpk) + - 2z) dx 
+ A f 2-iVqh . VVhdx + A M dx 
Jci Jn 
Dividing the above difference by 入 > 0 and letting A go to zero, we have 
M /. 
Jh{qhyPh = T'^lin / yh{qhYPhK(qh)-z)dx + 2j / Vqh • Vpn dx. 
We see that the computation of JhiqhYPh needs the Gateaux derivative of <(办) '： 
O O 
Vh — Vh which satisfies v^(qhYPh = 0 and 吨(qhYPh G Vh for n > 1, 
f drK(QhyPh)(f>hdx ^ f � 丄 Whcb = — f 
JQ Jn Jn 
(3.6) 
o 
for \f(j)h G Vh- The evaluation of JhiQhYPh can be very expensive if we compute the 
derivative v^{qh)'Vh by solving the discrete parabolic system directly. In this case, 
we are required to solve the system (3.6) m times where m is the dimension of Vh-
To relieve the computational cost, an adjoint equation technique is introduced [28 . 
o O 
We let {wJJ}^。C Vh he a sequence such that 二 0 and w]^ e Vh for n < M 
solves the following backward discrete adjoint equation : 
一 [drwl(i)h dx+ I qhSwl'^ . V4>h dx = iir, I K(qh) _ z)(f)h dx for G Vh 
Jn Jn Jn 
(3.7) 
where = 1 for M - no < n < M and = 0 otherwise. Using (3.6) and (3.7), 
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we are now able to derive the following simple expression to evaluate JhiqhYPh : 
Mqh)'Ph = dTW麗 qnhn) dx + J^ Qh^wr' . • ( • ) W dx^ 
+ 27 / Vqh • Vph dx 
Jn 
二 T 宾 { 丄 <''drKiQhyPh) dx^J^ 办 . d x ^ 
+ 27 / \/qh • ^Ph dx 
Jn 
=-丁〒 f Ph'^VhiQh) . cb + 27 / Vqh . Vph dx 
• With the above formula, we now present the steepest descent method for solving 
the minimization problem : 
SD method I 
Given an initial guess q^ G Kh- Set j = 0. 
1. (a) Compute vf；三 < ( 幻 G Vh by solving 
二 Q/^Wo⑷ ill Q, and - Qig{x, e ) on a^Uor n == 1，2,…，M， 
[drVlct>hdx+ f (f^Vvl-V<t>Hdx= f r<i>hdx y(f>H e A 
Jn Jn Jq 
o 
(b) Compute vJ^ G Vh with wff = 0 by solving 
- f drwl(t>hdx + [ qi^wl'' . \/(f>hdx = fin f {vWh) - z)(f)hdx Mch ^ Vh 
Jq Jn JQ 
for n = M，…,2,1. 
2. Compute the components of [Jh(ql))' corresponding to all basis functions 
{ M l , from by 
‘ gi = - T ^ J 如 • 视 ) . + [ Vqi • Vck dx 
Set gh = — Y l h 
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3. Find A > 0 such that A gives the minimum functional value + A办）by 
the quadratic curve search method mentioned above. 
4. Project onto the constrained set, q^ = min{max{g;j^  + Ag ,^ ^ 2}, Q;i}. 
If — qlW < tolerance, stop; 
otherwise, set j = j I and ql = q^, then goto step 1. • 
For later convenience, we denote the approximate solution obtained using m^ iter-
ations of the above method as 
q*h = SDmethodI(A, q^, lUk). 
3.3 Multigrid Techniques 
The multigrid method is divided into two major parts : coarse grid initialization 
and smoothing/coarse grid correction. For the former, we aim at providing a better 
initial guess for the fine grid by starting the steepest descent method on the coarse 
grids, where the computational cost is much less expensive. For the latter, we ob-
served that though the steepest descent method is very effective and stable but its 
convergence rate drops prominently after the first few iterations. The smoothing 
technique iterates a few times on the fine grid while the correction technique solves 
the problem on coarser grids a few times to obtain some coarse grid correction. By 
certain means of interpolation, the approximate solution on the fine grid are up-
dated. 
In the following, we propose a multigrid method for solving the finite element prob-
lem (3.1)-(3.4). We assume is a nested set of regular triangulations with 
T k^+i being the refinement of T、. The finite element spaces {Vhk}k^o defined on 
the corresponding {『知}【0 satisfy 
VhoCVh,C---C Vh^ 三 Vh 
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On each coarse triangulation T"知,we define K^^ as the constrained subset in V^ ^ and 
Tfc = T/Mk as the time step size. We now make use of the steepest descent method 
I proposed in the previous section to solve the minimization problem (3.1)-(3.4) on 
each coarse space in both steps. 
Mult igrid Method 
Given an initial guess q^^ e Kh。on the coarsest finite element space Vho-
1. Coarse Gr id Initialization 
For /c = 0’l，...，iV- 1, 
compute ql^ 二 S D m e t h o d I ( m f c ) and = I l t+ i 拔知. 
• End • 
2. Smoothing and Coarse Grid Correction 
Set the number of cycles j = 0. 
(a) For/c = A^7V-l’--. ,0， 
compute ql^ 二 l i t S if & # 
then compute = SDmethodI(A,, n^) - qj,^ and q: = q*h + I J ? ^h. 
End 
(b) If \\ql - ^11 < tolerance, stop; 
otherwise, set j = j + I and q^ = gj, then goto (a). 
• 
Remark 1 : The operators Ylt^^ in step 1 can be any interpolation from 14 onto 
Vk+i while Yl t in step 2 are injection operators. We take the trivial injections since 
Vk C 14+1 for /c = 0,1, • • • , A/‘ - 1. By the way, Ylk is defined as the composite 
operator ！！^？-丄…！！，工-
Remark 2 : In the coarse grid correction step, we may not solve the coarse mini-
mization problem on all of grid levels since sometimes the coarsest space is too rough 
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to approximate the solution well. 
Remark 3 : The major computational costs come from the iterations on the finest 
grid. The unknowns on the coarser grids are much scaled down, therefore, all the 






This chapter is devoted to show some numerical experiments based on the multigrid 
(MG) method proposed in the last chapter for identifying the coefficient q{x) in the 
following test problem : 
——• . {qVu) = fix, t)mnx (0, T) (4.1) 
= uo(x) in n (4.2) 
t) = g{x, t) on dQ x (0, T) (4.3) 
To test the stability of the proposed MG method, we assume the observation data 
have some noise. The noisy data is generated by adding a noise function rand(x), 
which is a uniformly distributed random function in [-1,1], with a noise level param-
eter S to the exact data z(x): 
z^{x) = z{x) Srand{xy 
Both one dimensional and two dimensional examples are given. In the MG method, 
there are various artificial parameters such as the number of iterations ruk on each 
level in coarse grid initialization step, the number of iterations Uk on each level in 
iWe take a fixed random noise function in order to carry out comparisons under the same 
conditions. 
29 
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coarse grid correction step and the number of grid levels involved have to be selected. 
We will give an investigation on the selection of these parameters one by one using 
example 1. Results of solving the problem based on the single grid (SG) method are 
also shown to illustrate the efficiency and effectiveness of the MG method. 
Normally, the order of coarse grid correction is from the finest to the coarsest. We 
try to apply the MG method with this order reversed and the results are shown to 
have a comparison with the normal MG method. To our surprise this reversed MG 
method produces even better results than the normal one in many cases. 
Most parameters related to the algorithm are attached in each figure. For conve-
nience, we use the following notations and abbreviations in the tables and figures : 
e represents the relative L^-norm error \\qh — q\\L^{n)/\\q\\L^{n) 
emax represents the relative L°°-norm error, 
i.e. \\qh — q\\oc/q(xm) where \qh{xm) 一 q{xm)\ = \\qh — ^lloo 
8 represents the noise level 
Jevai represents the no. of evaluation of J(办）on the finest grid 14 
flops^ stands for the no. of floating point operations required 
iterations represents the no. of cycles required in the step 2 of MG method 
4.1 One Dimensional Examples 
Throughout this section, we have Q = (0,1) and T = I. We take 4-level nested finite 
element grids with mesh sizes hk = {点，嘉 ,嘉, a n d the time step size r = 
The lower and upper bounds ai and in the constrained set K are taken to be 
0.5 and 40. The regularization parameter 7 is taken to be 10—8 unless specified 
^The flops are obtained by using the MATLAB built-in command flops. We must pay attention 
that it is not necessary to count absolutely all floating point operations. However, it is more reliable 
than the CPU time and more importantly, it is machine independent. Thus we include it here as 
a reference other than J^yai to 
compare the total cost and the time required for various methods 
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otherwise. 
Example 1 : We take the observed data, the exact solution and the coefficient to 
be identified as follows : 
z{x) = sin(27rx), 
u{x,t) = (兀。sin(27rx), 
q(x) = 3 + - 2sin(27rx), 
the source function f{x,t) is computed through equation (4.1) using u{x,t) and 
q{x). Unless specified otherwise, we take a constant initial guess q^ = 8. 
4.1.1 Selection of rrik 
We try the MG method with m^^lO, 50, 100 and 200 and keep Uk = 3 and no. of 
correction levels = {点，志，去} . The numerical results are summarized in Table 1.1. 
The reconstructed qh(the solid line) and the exact coefficient q(the dashed line) are 
plotted on the same figure for comparison. The graphs for noise <5=0 are listed in 
figures 1.1 - 1.4. We see that the initial guess = 8 is quite far away from the 
range of the exact q(x), but the numerical method converges very well and stably. 
Figures for Noise Level 6=0 
• E T H 0 01 02 OS 04 OS 06 07 OS 01 1 ‘ r^  ^ ；f： r^  ：^ I — « w I 0藝 0 7 01 0» 1 
Fig. 1.1: mk=10, 6=0.01273, Jem尸2460 Fig. 1.2: ruk = 50, e=0.01158, 
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'0 01 0' “ 0- OS 0« 07 01 01 1 t'i«~tl~tl«»~ft~titi 
Fig. 1.3: ruk = 100’ 6=0.00925, Jevai=^92 Fig. 1.4: m^ = 200’ 6=0.01032, Jevai=2^^ 
Noise S rrik relative error e Emax iterations J{qh) evaluation flops 
• 0 10 0.01273 0.03735 90 . 2460 1.02e+009 
50 0.01158 0.03749 59 1505 7.17e+008 
100 0.00925 0.03816 25 592 4.11e+008 
^ 0-01032 0.03947 10 246 4.06e+008 
1% 10 0.01674 0.04470 94 2529 1.05e+009 
50 0.01660 0.04562 69 1738 8.22e+008 
100 0.01552 0.04635 15 412 3.41e+008 
200 0.01620 0.04983 3 71 3.43e+008 
2% 10 0.02064 0.05076 106 2787 1.19e+009 
50 0.02056 0.05059 76 1930 9.16e+008 
100 0.02006 0.05064 28 673 4.71e+008 
200 0.01995 0.05218 8 183 3.81e+008 
Table 1.1: Comparison between different m^ at various noise levels 
、、 From the table, the cases of m^^lOO and 200 need much fewer cost functional 
J(qh) evaluation and produce a smaller relative error. This indicates that the coarse 
grid initialization step not only improves the the convergence but also save lots of 
computational cost and time. We also observe an increase in the relative maximum 
error e^ax with ruk. Let us think about it. The iterate produced on the coarser 
grids are based on fewer data points. In this way, it makes a difference between 
those iterates corning from the complete set of observed data. As a result, ruk 
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cannot be too large to prevent enlarging the difference and the error in the solution. 
Figures 1.5-1.8 show the recovered qh{x) for noise <5=1% while figures 1.9-1.12 show 
the recovered qh(x) for noise ^=2%. We see that the numerical solution are still 
very close to the exact q{x) for all cases with a few little oscillations around the 
boundary points and the singular point x = 0.25 where u^： = 0. This indicates that 
the numerical algorithm is stable and non-sensitive to the noise in the data. 
Figures for Noise Level 
Fig. 1.5: mk=10, €=0.01674, Je—=2529 Fig. 1.6: mjt = 50, e=0.01660丨 Jevai='^ 738 
M M 
。 ” “ “ “。• 0， “ “ ， 'c t it lt：~ti~^―“fj~tit； ^ 
Fig. 1.7: ruk = 100’ 6=0.01552, Jevai=^l2 Fig. 1.8: m^ = 200, e二0.01620, Jevai=7l 
Figures for Noise Level 6 = 2 % 
E T H , 
Fig. 1.9: mk=lO, 6=0.02064, J^抓尸2787 Fig. 1.10: ruk 二 50, e=0.02056, Jeyai=1930 
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Fig. 1.11: ruk = 100, €=0.02006, Jevai=673 Fig. 1.12: m^ = 200’ e=0.01995, Jevai=l83 
Since the selection rrik = 100 gives the smallest relative L^-norm error and re-
quires less cost in most cases, we select rrik = 100 for further illustrations. 
• 争 
4.1.2 Selection of rik 
We try the MG method with nk=l, 3, 5 and 10 and keep m^ 二 100 and no. of 
correction levels = {嘉’嘉’嘉} . The numerical results are summarized in Table 1.2. 
Noise S Uk relative error e emax iterations J{qh) evaluation flops 
0 1 0.00959 0.03695 57 395 4.16e+008 
3 0.00925 0.03816 25 592 4.11e+008 
5 0.00984 0.03925 17 624 4.25e+008 
^ 0-01069 0.04101 8 583 4.14e+008 
1% 1 0.01551 0.04567 23 228 2.65e+008 
3 0.01552 0.04635 15 412 3.41e+008 
5 0.01635 0.04700 11 482 3.67e+008 
10 0.01730 0.04816 7 553 4.01e+008 
2% 1 0.02013 0.04749 24 221 2.63e+008 
3 0.02006 0.05064 28 673 4.71e+008 
5 0.02149 0.05142 16 628 4.40e+008 
10 0-02286 0.05251 10 738 4.95e+008 
Table 1.2: Comparison between different n^ at various noise levels 
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We observe an increasing tendency in the relative maximum error Cmax with an 
increasing n^. For the account, we may probably refer to a similar reason for the 
selection of ruk in the previous section. Figures 1.13 - 1.24 are shown in the fol-
lowing for comparison of the convergence with different Uk at various noise levels. 
In both noise free and noisy cases, the numerically identified solution matches the 
exact coefficient well except at the two singular points x = 0.25 and x = 0.75 where 
Ux = 0. 
The case of = 3 generates the smallest oscillations around the singular points. 
So, we select n^ = 3 for further illustrations. 
• . 
Figures for Noise Level (5—0 
0 Dt 02 03 04 05 06 OJ 0. 0> ’ '。 ^ ； ~ f t « t l t l t l t j » 卞 
Fig. 1.13: nk=l, e二0.00959, Je抓尸395 Fig. 1.14: n^ = 3’ e=0.00925, Jevai=^^2 
. H H 
0, 02 03 0‘ OS 0. 0； 01 01 1 'o M t l ~ « t * « ~ t i ~ t l ~ t i » 
Fig. 1.15: Uk = 5’ e=0.00984, Je咖尸624 Fig. 1.16: n^ = 10, e二0.01069’ Jevai=^S3 
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Figures for Noise Level 
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Fig. 1.17: nk=l, e=0.01551’ Jevai=228 Fig. 1.18: n^ = 3’ e=0.01552, JemZ二412 
ra. ra • 
« •• «» «* «» •• «_ »_ 1 • •! •> 會 J >4 as _7 •• •_ 1 
Fig. 1.19: rik = 5, e=0.01635’ J隱i=482 Fig. 1.20: n^ = 10’ €=0.01730’ Jevai=553 
Figures for Noise Level S=2% 
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Fig. 1.21: nk=l, 6=0.02013, Jevai=22l Fig. 1.22: n^ = 3’ e=0.02006, Je—=673 
‘ • ‘ “ ” ” “ ‘ 广 、 “ “ ~ “ t i t i t l n ~ t i ~ 
Fig. 1.23: nfc = 5, e=0.02149, J隱尸628 Fig. 1.24: n* = 10, e=0.02286, J隱尸738 
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4.1.3 Selection of Number of Levels in the Coarse Grid Cor-
rection Step 
Noise S Levels relative error e (-max iterations J iqh) evaluation flops 
0 0.01175 0.03795 260 1732 5.72e+008 
0.01107 0.03801 47 821 4.63e+008 
ni={嘉’嘉’嘉} 0.00925 0.03816 25 592 4.11e+008 
嘉 ， 去 0 . 0 3 4 7 5 0.05717 7 ^ 2.42e+008 
1% 0.01474 0.06473 24 487 7.30e+008 
0.01079 0.03982 38 895 1.24e+009 
III二{m’ 嘉’嘉} 0.01552 0.04635 15 412 3.41e+008 
IV={嘉’嘉’嘉’ 0.03070 0.06993 3 78 5.61e+008 
2% 0.01697 0.07094 39 820 9.05e+008 
• 0.01552 0.04116 36 870 1.21e+009 • 
0.02006 0.05064 28 673 4.71e+008 
嘉’ jb，如為} 0.03513 0.07349 | 5 | 127 6.10e+008 
Table 1.3: Comparison between different no. of levels involved in step 2 at various noise levels 
We try the MG method with different number of levels involved in step 2. 
The numerical results are summarized in Table 1.3. From the figures 1.25-1.36 
below, we see that the numerical reconstructions are nice except when the nested 
levels IV={嘉’嘉,去’ are taken. The approximation error associated to gradient 
method on coarsest grid is significant when only eleven nodal points are used. For 
nested levels II and III, the coarse grid correction speeds up the convergence and 
improves the solution when compared with I, in which no correction technique is 
posed. 
V . 
Since III requires less computational cost on the finest grid and have a smaller 
oscillatory error around the singular points, we select I I I = •(点，点，嘉} to be the 
nested levels involved in step 2 of the MG method. 
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Figures for Noise Level 
•一CT 
Fig. 1.25: I’ €=0.01175’ Jevai=l732 Fig. 1.26: II’ e=0.01107’ Jevai=S21 
. M . [ 3 
• 01 01 C4 0> •• ®r “ “ � r； .» “ tl ti tl tl M 
Fig. 1.27: III’ €=0.00925, Jevai=^92 Fig. 1.28: IV. e=0.03475, Jevai=l79 
Figures for Noise Level 6=1% 
ra一ra 
Fig. 1.29: I’ 6=0.01474, Je—=487 Fig. 1.30: II, e=0.01079, Jevai=895 
• M M 
‘•• “ •，“ “ •• ^―“？tl~ti~n~fr~tlti 
. F i g . 1.31: III, 6=0.01552, Jevai=^l2 Fig. 1.32: IV, e二0.03070, Jevai=78 
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Figures for Noise Level S = 2 % 
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Fig. 1 . 3 5 : I I I , € = 0 . 0 2 0 0 6 ’ J e — = 6 7 3 Fig. 1 . 3 6 : I V . e = 0 . 0 3 5 1 3 , J e v a i = l 2 7 
In all the following illustrations, we take ruk = 100, Uk = 3 and the meshgrid 
size of levels involved in step 2 of the MG method to be {g^，去,去}. 
4.1.4 Convergence with Different Regularization Parame-
ters 7 
We try the MG method with 
six different regularization parameters 7. The numer-
ical results are summarized in Table 1.4. 
I 
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Noise S 7 II relative error e €max iterations J{qh) evaluation flops 
0 10-6 0.14269 0.16635 11 143 3.43e+008 
10-7 0.05485 0.08759 25 531 5.89e+008 
10-8 0.00925 0.03816 25 592 4.11e+008 
10—9 0.01503 0.03002 158 3852 2.49e+009 
10—iQ 0.03500 0.08241 157 3193 2.24e+009 
0 0-04395 0.53802 149 3204 2.15e+009 
1% 10—6 0.14076 0.16478 13 207 3.65e+008 
10-7 0.05363 0.08456 31 713 7.22e+008 
10-8 0.01552 0.04635 15 412 3.41e+008 
10-9 0.02903 0.06025 155 3059 2.11e+009 
lO-iQ 0.05099 0.62069 145 '3170 2.05e+009 
0 0-05573 0.79009 150 3289 2.13e+009 
2% 10-6 0.13957 0.16321 17 294 4.13e+008 
10 一 7 0.05266 0.08253 29 794 7.13e+008 
10—8 0.02006 0.05064 28 673 4.71e+008 
10-9 0.04501 0.08007 120 2483 1.75e+009 
10_io 0.06885 0.97250 91 2144 1.44e+009 
0 0.06939 0.97784 55 1282 9.58e+008 
Table 1.4: Comparison between different 7 at various noise levels 
We plot the numerical solutions for the noise level 6=2% in figures 1.37-1.42. 
We see that 7 = 10"® is the best choice here as it gives out the optimal solution. 
When 7 is 10-6 and 10-7，the regularization term becomes dominant so that the the 
over-stabilized problem produces a numerical solution qh{x) differing from the exact 
solution q{x) to an unacceptable extent. When 7 is 10—9 and 10—1。’ the solutions 
are as oscillating as the one corresponding to the system without regularization, i.e. 
7 = 0. This means in these two cases, the regularization term becomes insignificant 
so that the problem is very close to original ill-posed system and the numerical 
solution qh{x) becomes unstable and lots of oscillations are seen. 
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Figures for Noise Level S = 2 % 
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Fig. 1.37: 7 = 10-6, e二0.13957’ Jeval=29A Fig. 1.38: 7 = 10"^ e=0.05266, Je^a/=794 
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Fig. 1.39: 7 = 10-8, €=0.02006. J e—=仍 Fig. 1.40: 7 二 10"^ €=0.04501, Jet;ai=2483 
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Fig. 1.41: 7 = 10-10, e二0.06885, Jevai=2W Fig. 1.42: 7 = 0, e=0.06939, Je—二 1282 
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4.1.5 Convergence with Different Initial Guesses 
We now try the MG method with constant initial guesses ranging from 2 to 7. The 
numerical results are tabulated below. 
Noise d initial guess relative error e Cmax iterations J{qh) evaluation flops 
0 2 0.01711 0.03317 85 2212 1.03e+009 
3 0.01707 0.03306 69 1818 8.63e+008 
4 0.01710 0.03313 66 1699 8.27e+008 
5 0.01707 0.03305 47 1185 6.38e+008 
6 0.01499 0.03725 38 872 5.32e+008 
I 0.01267 0.03734 44 1070 6.19e+008 
1% 2 0.01842 0..22957 81 ^ 1.69e+009 . 
3 0.01834 0.22961 78 2127 1.65e+009 
4 0.01832 0.22962 79 2133 1.66e+009 
5 0.01832 0.22962 72 1934 1.56e+009 
6 0.01830 0.22961 45 1182 1.06e+009 
I 0.01691 0.22470 18 455 6.22e+008 
2% 2 0.02154 0.25372 106 ^ 1.98e+009 
3 0.02150 0.25374 96 2191 1.81e+009 
4 0.02164 0.25366 81 1852 1.56e+009 
5 0.02166 0.25365 70 1608 1.42e+009 
6 0.02155 0.25383 23 538 6.65e+008 
7 0-02063 0.25369 16 394 5.85e+008 
Table 1.5: Comparison between different constant initial guess q^ at various noise levels 
V 
The results are satisfactory. This shows that the MG method we used is robust. 
Figures 1.43-1.48 are shown for noise level 6=2%. The results are similar and good 
although the range of the initial guesses is quite large from the viewpoint of numerical 
implementation. In this experiment, we notice that the guesses greater or equal to 
six reduce the computational cost dramatically. 
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Figures for Noise Level S = 2 % 
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Fig. 1.43:欢=2’ £=0.02154, 7隱尸2446 Fig. 1.44:成=3, e=0.02150’ Je抓尸2191 
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Fig. 1.45:成 二 4’ 6=0.02164, J•尸 1852 Fig. 1.46: ^ = 5’ e=0.02166’ Jevai=1608 
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Fig. 1.47: ql = 6’ 6=0.02155, Jg—=538 Fig. 1.48: ql = 7, 6=0.02063, J•尸394 
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4.1.6 Comparisons between M G and SG Methods 
One of the major goals of the MG method is to cut down the computational cost. 
In the following, we compare the accuracy and rate of convergence between the MG 
method and SG (single grid) method. In the SG method, the meshsize of the finite 
element discretization is fixed and taken to be 点，it is the finest meshgrid size we 
take in the MG method. Of course, the time step size r, regularization parameter 
7, the upper and lower bounds of the constrained set K are kept to be the same 
as those taken in the MG method for the comparison purpose. We summarize the 
numerical results in Table 1.6. 
Noise 5 Method relative error e (-max iterations^ J{<ih) evaluation flops • 
0 MG 0.00925 0.03816 25 592 4.11e+008 
SG 0.01933 0.03236 840 7592 1.85e+009 
1% MG 0.01552 0.04635 15 412 3.41e+008 
SG 0.01416 0.06496 761 6914 1.68e+009 
2% MG 0.02006 0.05064 28 673 4.71e+008 
SG 0.01609 0.06871 851 7443 1.81e+009 
Table 1.6: Comparisons between MG and SG Methods at different noise levels 
Figure 1.49 shows the computed 你 using MG method matches the exact solution 
perfectly when the observed data is free of noise. In the same case, the recovery 
using SG is not as good. We see clear detachments in the region around the two 
singular points in figure 1.50. Moreover, we need only 592 J(qh) evaluations by 
MG method to yield the nice solution while by SG method, over seven thousand 
evaluations are needed. Put it in another way, the MG method converges many 
times faster than the SG method. 
3For MG, iterations refers to the cycles required in step 2 of the coarse grid correction; for SG, 
it indicates the no. of iterations required in the steepest descent method. 
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Fig. 1.49: MG 6 = 0 , e=0.00925’《7隱尸592 Fig. 1.50: SG 6 = 0 , 6=0.01933. J_,=7592 
We also show the figures for the noisy cases. Again, the MG method yields • • 
approximated solutions having smaller oscillations at a greatly cut-down cost. 
0 0.1 03 0.9 04 OS oe 07 0.0 OS 1 ‘ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Fig. 1.51: MG 6=1%. 6=0.01552, J e v a i = ^ l 2 Fig. 1.52: SG <5=1%. e=0.01416’ Je抓,=6914 
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Fig. 1.53: MG S=2%, e=0.02006, Jevai=673 Fig. 1.54: SG S=2% e=0.01609, Jevai=7443 
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4.1.7 Comparisons between M G and R M G Methods 
The correction order in the RMG method is a reversal to that of the MG method 
and so is its name. We try this order out of curiosity and find that it work even 
better than the MG method used before. The numerical results summarized in the 
following table shows that though not many more J(qh) evaluation is needed, the 
RMG method minimizes the errors significantly. 
Noise 5 Method relative error e €max iterations J{qh) evaluation flops 
0 MG 0.00925 0.03816 25 592 4.11e+008 
RMG 0.00791 0.03514 28 636 4.26e+008 
1% MG 0.01552 0.04635 15 . 412 3.41e+008 
RMG 0-01117 0.04148 31 685 4.68e+008 
2% MG 0.02006 0.05064 28 673 4.71e+008 
RMG 0-01599 0.04504 38 943 5.58e+008 
Table 1.7: Comparisons between MG and RMG Methods at various noise levels 
In the following, we show figures based on the MG method on the left column 
and those based on the RMG method on the right column 
H M 
" ” 04 05 0. 07 0, 0, 1 ' o~«~«~t .~«~ i i t y~t ,~ i i~ 
Fig. 1.55: MG 6=0, €=0.00925, Je—=592 Fig. 1.56: RMG 6=0, 6=0.00791, J ^ , = 6 3 6 
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H [ A 
Fig. 1.57: MG 6=1%. 6=0.01552, Je如尸412 Fig. 1.58: RMG S=l%, €=0.01117 Jeyai=685 
H C A 
0 0.1 0,2 0.3 0.4 OS 0.6 07 0.8 0 9 1 ^ ' 1 • 
® O i 03 04 05 06 07 O.l 09 
Fig. 1.59: MG “ 2 % , 6=0.02006, J 舰尸 6 7 3 Fig. 1.60: RMG <5=2%, e=0.01599, Jevai=943 
To give a clear picture how the rate of convergence of the MG and RMG method 
behave in presence of 2% noise, we plot the relative L^-norm error e against the 
number of J(qh) evaluation Jevai in figure 1.61. The solid line is for the MG method 
while the dotted line for the RMG method. Note that e is already quite small at 
the beginning because of a relatively good iterate from the coarse grid initialization. 
We see that the difference in e between MG and RMG becomes obvious when 
Je— exceeds 100. As Jevai approaches 600’ the difference is maintained at about 
0.004 and both curves start to level off afterwards. This is expected. The slow 
convergence rate after the first few iterations is a feature as well as a main drawback 
of the gradient method we used. 
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Fig. 1.61: 6=2%; relative error e VS Jevai 
Contrary to solving the direct problems, further iterations for inverse problems 
may make the solution worse. The following figure illustrates this point. It shows a 
comparison between the performances of MG and RMG when no noise is added to 
the observed data : 
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Fig. 1.62: ^=0% ; relative error e VS J^vai 
. The curves (or e) drops rapidly during the first 300 J ⑷ evaluations, then the 
dropping slows down, and after 600 evaluations of J(qh), it rises slightly. This is a 
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typical behavior of solving the inverse problems by iterative methods. 
4.1.8 More Examples 
Example 2 : We take the observed data, the exact solution and the coefficient to 
be identified as follows : 
z(x) = sin(27nc)’ 
q{x) = 3 - X + sin(47rx) + cos(47rx). 
. The function f(x,t) is computed through equation (4.1) using u{x,t) and q{x). 
Numerical solutions given by the SG method is also included to reflect the im-
provement in accuracy and convergence we could get from applying the multigrid 
technique. 
The initial guess q^ is taken to be 2 everywhere. 
The numerical results are summarized in Table 2.1. 
Noise S Method relative error e e^ax iterations J{qh) evaluation flops 
0 MG 0.02791 0.07040 5 2.59e+008 
RMG 0.02417 0.06196 4 93 2.43e+008 
SG 0.03721 0.16021 703 5610 1.62e+009 
1% MG 0.02916 0.05502 33 6.55e+008 
RMG 0.02439 0.05476 29 761 5.72e+008 
SG 0-03870 0.23992 689 5528 1.60e+009 
2% MG 0.03735 0.05709 30 m 5.96e+008 
RMG 0.03226 0.05728 27 707 5.54e+008 
SG 0.04350 0.34637 782 5947 1.67e+009 
Table 2.1: Comparisons between different methods at various noise levels 
. F r o m the number of J[qh) computed and the flops, we see the SG method takes 
the much longer time to converge but its solutions do not give out the smallest 
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relative L^-norm error e and relative maximum error Cmax- This demonstrates again, 
the multigrid method is very good at damping out the noise in the observation data 
while the required computational cost is low. Figure 2.1 shows the numerical solution 
solved by the SG method when there is no noise. It is already very smooth and close 
to the exact solution q(x). 
05' ‘ ‘ 1 • • ‘ ‘ • 
0 0.1 0.2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 9 1 
Fig. 2.1: SG 6=0, 6=0.03721, J 隱 尸 5 6 1 0 
When we compare it with those in figures 2.2 and 2.3 which are given by the 
MG and RMG methods, we notice they are even better than the SG solution. The 
improvements are characterized at the regions around the singular points x = 0.25 
and X = 0.75. At these two singular points, u工=0，so arbitrary value of qh satisfies 
model equation (4.1) for the term \/-(qVu). This makes the parameter identification 
problem more difficult to solve. Besides, it seems that the RMG method performs 
better than the MG for the curve of the solution overlap the curve of the exact 
coefficient almost everywhere. 
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Next, we show the SG solution for noise <5=1% and 2% in figures 2.4 and 2.5. 
The detachments around the singular points become larger when some random noise 
is added. 
國画 
0 0.1 02 0.3 04 0.5 0.6 07 08 09 1 0 02 OS 04 ^ ^ ^ 
Fig. 2.4: SG 6=1%’ 6=0.03870, Jem/=5528 Fig. 2.5: SG 6=2%, e=0.04350. Jevai=m7 
We show the relevant MG and RMG solutions in figures 2.6 - 2.7 for <5=1% and 
figures 2.8 - 2.9 for 6=2%. The improvements in accuracy given by the multigrid 
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technique are clearly seen in the smoothness and proximity to the exact coefficient of 
the numerical solutions. For both noise levels, the performance of the RMG method 
is better as the violation of the recovered solution from the exact solution is smaller, 
especially at the turning points of q(x). In addition, the computational cost of the 
RMG method is lower. 
4.5j- ' • ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 4 5 • ~ ‘ ‘“ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ -
•[YVJ ：睡 
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Fig. 2.6: MG 6=1%, €=0.02916, J 隱 尸 1078 Fig. 2.7: RMG 6=1%, e=0.02439, Je卯产761 
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Fig. 2.8: MG 6=2%, €=0.03735’ J e—=896 Fig. 2.9: RMG 6=2%, e=0.03226, Jevai=707 
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Example 3 : We take the observed data, the exact solution and the coefficient to 
be identified as follows : 
= sin (警工 ) ， 
= e—) sin (警:c) 
f 
1 + sin(27rx), 0 < x < 0.5 
咖 = 
1 - |sin(27rx). 0.5 < x < 1 
Note that this q{x) € has lower regularity. It is smooth except at the point 
X = 0.5. The source function f{x,t) also belongs to and can be computed 
through equation (4.1) using t) and q{x). 
The initial guess q^ is taken to be 2 everywhere. 
The numerical results are summarized in Table 3.1. 
Noise 5 Method relative error e e^ax iterations J{qh) evaluation flops 
0 MG 0.02370 0.10492 24 m 5.26e+008 
RMG 0.01897 0.12539 24 645 5.43e+008 
^ 0.01870 0.13074 761 5519 2.96e+009 
0.5% MG 0.02396 0.09979 17 486 4.41e+008 
RMG 0.02017 0.11209 17 407 4.18e+008 
^ 0.02001 0.11073 675 4860 2.59e+009 
1% MG 0.02740 0.09887 11 303 3.62e+008 
RMG 0.02518 0.11704 7 216 3.15e+008 
^ 0-02714 0.13384 582 4176 2.23e+009 
Table 3.1: Comparisons of different methods at various noise levels 
Figures 3.1-3.3 show the numerically identified solutions given by the SG, MG 
and RMG methods when noiseless data z{x) is used. 
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Fig. 3.1: SG 6=0, 6=0.01870, Je^a/=5519 
From the figures, we see that all the numerical methods work well except at 
the boundary points and in the region around x = 0.5，at which q{x) is non-
differentiable. The MG method locate that point the best, then the RMG and 
the SG the least. On the other hand, the RMG solution matches the exact solution 
the best outside these regions. Both MG and RMG require much less computation 
than the SG. 
:f\A . A A 
,1 , . . . _.——.——.——.—— , . _ u _ • - • 、 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 q 01 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.« 0.7 OB 0.0 1 
Fig. 3.2: MG 6=0, e二0.02370, Jevai=™ Fig. 3.3: RMG e-0.01897. 
Now, let us see the situation when some random noise is present in the data. 
.For noise level <5=0.5%, it makes only a bit difference from the noise free cases, 
see figures 3.4’ 3.6 and 3.8 for various methods. When 6 is increased to 1%, the 
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solutions become worse for all methods. The violation from the exact solution is 
enlarged around the turning points, see figures 3.5，3.7 and 3.9. 
:A/N V V X 
,t __ , . ._^_.——.——. J I _ , , , ,__L__, . . . 、 
0 O.t 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 0.1 (X2 0.3 0.4 aS 0.6 a 7 0.靠 0.9 1 
Fig. .3.4: SG (5=0.5%, e=0.02001, J ^ f 4 8 6 0 Fig. 3.5: SG (5=1%, e=0.02714, 
Z . • ' 、 、 2 , , 、 
A A ‘ . y . . . .、 ' . . . . V . . . . 、 
0.1 0.2 03 0.4 0.5 06 0.7 OB 09 1 ^o 01 02 03 04 05 0« 0.7 0« O.B 1 
Fig. 3.6: MG 6=0.5%, e二0.02396, Fig. 3.7: MG 6 = 1 % , €=0.02740, J g—=303 
f\A 
‘ . . . . ’ / . . . . ‘ ‘ . . . . V \ 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 06 0.7 00 0.9 1 0 t \ « t i » t i ^ f l t i t i ^ 
Fig. 3.8: RMG 6=0.5%, e=0.02017’ Je—=407 Fig. 3.9: RMG S = l % , e-0.02518, Jeval=2l6 
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Example 4 : We take the observed data, the exact solution and the coefficient to 
be identified as follows : 
z(x) = sin(7rx), 
w O r ， 力 ( 对 ） s i n ( 7 r x ) , 
2 - x , 0 < a: < 0.3 
9 ⑷ = I 1 + 0.3 < X < 0.7 
3. 0.7 < X < 1 
V 
Note that this q(x) is highly discontinuous. The source term f{x) is also discontin-
uous and can be computed through"equation (4.1) using u(x,t) and q{x). . 
The initial guess is taken to be 1 everywhere. Without specifying otherwise, the 
regularization parameter 7 is taken to be 
When no noise is present, we see in Figure 4.1 the numerically identified solution 
(solid line) roughly resembles the exact solution q{x) (dashed line) in shape but 
it is oscillating in most of the region. Moreover, the detachments are large especially 
around the points of discontinuity. 
3 - _ - 尸 -•^^^^ / 
z.s 
0 01 0.2 0.3 04 05 0 6 07 0.8 09 1 
Fig. 4.1: I I I no noise 
. In this case, we first try to use the three points averaging at the final iteration, 
i.e. each point of the solution qh{x) is taken to be the average of itself and its two 
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adjacent points. We see better result is yielded by introducing this skill as shown 
in Figure 4.2. To reduce the detachment, we try to apply the MG method using 
11={嘉, in the coarse grid correction step instead of 111={嘉,嘉,嘉)The three 
points averaging is applied again and the result is shown in Figure 4.3. 
. K Z J 
V 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 04 05 06 0.7 08 0.9 \ 
Fig. 4.2: III, 6=0, e二0.03936, J _ f 4 1 5 5 Fig. 4.3: II, 6=0, e-0.02143, Jevai=2S36b 
Comparing the above two figures, we see that the use of II in step 2 combined 
with the final three points averaging in this example is very effective in recovering 
the highly discontinuous coefficient q{x). The numerical results of using II and III 
with three points averaging are listed in Table 4.1. 
Noise 6 Levels relative error e €max iterations J{qh) evaluation flops 
0 0.03936 0.08636 117 4155 8.74e+010 
0.02143 0.10011 984 28365 5.01e+011 
Table 4.1: Comparison of different levels in the noise free case 
Now, we are going to give comparisons between the MG, RMG and SG methods 
as we did before but using in step 2 and the final three points averaging 
for all these methods when appropriate. We first summarize the numerical results 
, i n Table 4.2. 
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Noise 5 Method relative error e emax iterations J{qh) evaluation flops 
0 MG 0.02143 0.10011 984 28365 5.01e+011 
RMG 0.02201 0.11198 973 28069 4.96e+011 
^ 0-02491 0.13354 1291 80011 9.75e+011 
0.1% MG 0.02249 0.10095 959 28656 5.02e+011 
RMG 0.02299 0.11279 971 28999 5.03e+011 
^ 0.02701 0.28164 1222 75405 9.12e+011 
0.5% MG 0.03365 0.25755 310 8854 1.67e+011 
RMG 0.03365 0.29868 351 9991 1.87e+011 
^ 0-03791 0.35016 298 22090 2.66e+011 
Table 4.2: Comparison of different methods at various noise levels 
• • 
From the figures below, we see that all these methods works well despite the 
discontinuity of the exact coefficient q{x). The initial guess is taken to be constant 
1 and obviously it is not a good one but the solution qh{x) is very close to q(x) except 
those regions around the discontinuous points. It seems that the MG method has the 
best convergence when the noise level is 0 and 0.1% as its solution nearly overlaps 
the exact one. All the methods require comparatively larger computational cost 
than they do in the previous examples. It remains the same that the MG and RMG 
methods require a cost several times less than the SG to achieve similar results. 
回 0 0 0 1 0.2 03 04 OS 06 0.7 08 09 1 ' ' ：^, tZ ：：*： ‘ 1 
0 01 02 03 04 OS 08 07 01 0» 
Fig. 4.4: SG (5=0’ 6-0.02491. Jevai=S0011 Fig. 4.5: SG (5=0.1%, e-0.02701. 7^^,^=75405 
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Fig. 4.6: MG (5=0’ £=0.02143’ Jem/=28365 Fig. 4.7: MG 6=0.1%, e二0.02249, Jevai=286S6 
K / L 
0 01 0 2 0.3 0 4 05 06 0.7 0 8 09 1 ，^ 7*1 1* ‘ ‘ ‘ 
0 0.1 02 0.3 0.« OS 06 0.7 08 0.8 1 
Fig. 4.8: RMG 6=0, e=0.02201, Je^a/=28069 Fig. 4.9: RMG <5=0.1%, e=0.02299, Jevai=2899^. 
We show the results of which 0.5% noise is added to the observation data in 
figures 4.10 - 4.12. Here, we take the regularization parameter 7 = 10"® since the 
recovered solution is very oscillating for 7 = 10—i。. We see that the shapes of 
the recovered solutions are rather acceptable but the accuracy in locating of the 
discontinuous points is not so good. It indicates that the numerical method for this 
example is not very stable to noise. 
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Fig. 4.10: SG (5=0.5%, 6=0.03791, 
Je^a/=22090 
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Fig. 4.11: MG ^=0 .5%, e-0.03365. Fig. 4.12: RMG ^=0.5%, e=0.03365, 
4.1.9 Coarse Grid Correction in Another Approach 
In this section, we present a nonlinear multigrid method proposed in the paper [28' 
by Yamamoto and Zou. The coarse grid initialization step of this multigrid method 
(denoted as MG-YZ) is the same as the one introduced in chapter 3. For the coarse 
grid correction which starts after the initialization step, it goes to the coarse grids 
to solve the following minimization problem : 
丁 Mk 
. minimize Jh>Mh + J = | J ] / K — + jNh,{qh + e^J (4.4) 
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over all e � € Vh^ and qh + e/,^  G Kh with ？;。三 vj^jqh + e ^ J satisfying 
O ) 二 Qh，⑷ and vl(x) = Ql9(x,n (4.5) 
f dx + [ +�y^vl.Vchkdx: [ r4>h, dx E Vh, (4.6) 
J9. Jn 
for n = 1,2,-.. , M k . Similarly, we define an adjoint solution w]^^ on each coarse 
space Vh^ such that wf^: = 0 and for n = M k , … , 2 , 1 solves 
- / dx + I (gh + • dx 
JQ Jo 。 （47) 
= / K , — z)(l)h, dx for G 
Jn 
The steepest descent method for solving the minimization problem (4.4)-(4.6) is 
listed as follows : 
SD method C 
Given a coarse initial guess e义知 G Kh^. Set j = 0. 
1. Solve the parabolic and backward parabolic equations (4.6) and (4.7) for 
and 
2. Compute the components of {Jhk((lh +《))'corresponding to all basis func-
o 
tions {0i} from Vh^  by 
Mk . 
9h,,i = / . cb + 27 / + el) • dx 
n=l .化 h 
Set Qh^  二 -Ylighk,i<h. 
3. Find A > 0 such that A gives the minimum functional value 
Jhk {Qh + elk + Xghk) by the quadratic curve search method. 
4. Project onto the constrained set Kh, ql = min{max{g7i + + A^/^^,^2},ai}-
Set j = j + 1 and e^ ^ = e^'J + A办。then goto step 1. • 
We denote the coarse grid correction q^ obtained using n^ iterations of the steepest 
descent method C as 
Qh = S D m e t l i o d C ( < 4 r 《矢，rifc). 
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To this end, we write down the multigrid method (MG-YZ) for solving the finite 
element minimization problem (3.4)-(3.1) based on the above formulations : 
Mult igrid method from [28" 
Given an initial guess 成。G /C"。on the coarsest finite element space 14。. 
1. Coarse Grid Initialization 
For A; 二 0,1’ … 1 ， 
Compute ql^ k = SDmethodI(4, ,爪於）and《十丄=Ut^^ 
End 
2. Smoothing and Coarse Grid Correction • • 
Set the number of cycles j = 0. 
(a) Set qh = qi. 
For/c = TV, iV - 1，…，0’ 
Compute qh 二 k + N., 
then compute ql = SDmethodC( J/^ ,^ 0, nk)^ 
End 
(b) If \\ql - qiW < tolerance, stop; 
otherwise, set j = j I and q^ = ql, then goto (a). 
• 
In the following, we give some numerical results of solving the parameter identi-
fication problem (4.1)-(4.3) by the MG-YZ method and also the RMG-YZ method 
whose correction order is reversed. The previous four examples are tried so that we 
can compare the performance of MG/RMG, MG-YZ/RMG-YZ and SG methods. 
Without specifying otherwise, we take rrik = 100, = 3, correction levels=III={g^,嘉’去}. 
In each example, we summarize the numerical results in a table and plot the figures 
for easy comparison. Moreover, we plot the relative L^-norm error against no. of 
4ln the coarse grid correction step, we usually take the starting value e ^ = 0. 
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J(qh) evaluation to see the behavior of different multigrid methods. The lines with 
dots and circles represent the MG-YZ and RMG-YZ methods. The thin and thick 
solid lines represent the MG and RMG methods. 
Example 1 : q ( x ) = 3 + - 2sin(27rx) 
We try the methods with an initial guess = 8 and the regularization parameter 
7 二 10—10 at noise level = 2%. 
Method relative error e Cmax iterations J(q) evaluation 
MG-YZ 0.01914 0.05195 33 847 
RMG-YZ 0.01643 0.04694 33 759 
MG 0.02006 0.05064 28 673 
RMG 0.01599 0.04504 38 943 
SG 0.01609 0.06871 851 7443 
Table la: Comparison between different methods at noise level S = 2 % 
The numerical solutions 办(solid line) recovered from these methods are plotted 
in figures la-le respectively. The exact coefficient q is displayed in dotted line. All 
methods converges well graphically. 
H R A 
0 0.1 02 0.3 OA 0.5 0.6 07 O.t 0,9 r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Fig. la: MG-YZ Fig. lb: RMG-YZ 
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Fig. If： Behavior of various multigrid methods at noise level S = 2% 
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Example 2 : q(x) = 3 - x sin(47rx) + cos(47rx} 
We try the methods with an initial guess q � = 2 and the regularization parameter 
7 二 10—8 at noise level = 2%. 
Method relative error e emax iterations J(q) evaluation 
MG-YZ 0.03574 0.08312 9 250 
RMG-YZ 0.03448 0.07983 7 184 
MG 0.03735 0.05709 30 896 
RMG 0.03226 0.05728 27 707 
SG 0.04350 0.34637 782 5947 
Table 2a: Comparison between different methods at noise level 2% 
圓圓 
0 0 1 0.2 03 04 05 06 0.7 OB 09 1 ® 01 02 03 04 OS 06 07 06 OS 1 
Fig. 2a: Correct MG-YZ Fig. 2b: Correct RMG-YZ 
圓圓 
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‘ Fig. 2c: MG Fig. 2d: RMG 
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Fig. 2f: Behavior of various multigrid methods at noise level 2% 
Example 3 : 
f 
1 + 5m(27rx), 0 < 2； < 0.5 q � = 
1 — |sm(27rx). 0.5 < x < 1 
\ 
We try the methods with an initial guess q^ = 2 and the regularization parameter 
7 — 10_8 at noise level = 1%. 
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Method relative error e €max iterations J(q) evaluation 
MG-YZ 0.02759 0.11642 11 319 
RMG-YZ 0.02505 0.11781 8 193 
MG 0.02740 0.09887 11 303 
RMG 0.02518 0.11704 7 216 
SG 0.02714 0.13384 582 4176 
Table 3a: Comparison between different methods at noise level S = 1% 
L V J H A ' 
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Fig. 3a: MG-YZ Fig. 3b: RMG-YZ 
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Fig. 3c: MG Fig. 3d: RMG 
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Fig. 3f: Behavior of various multigrid methods at noise level 6= 1% 
Example 4 : 
2 - x , 0 < X < 0.3 
Qi^) = S 1 + 4x2, 0.3 < x < 0.7 
3. 0.7 < X < 1 
\ 
We try the methods with an initial guess q^ = I and the regularization parameter 
. 7 = 10—9 at noise level = 0.5%. For the multigrid methods, we take correction levels 
嘉}- Three points averaging technique is applied at the final iteration. 
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Method relative error e €max iterations J(q) evaluation 
MG-YZ 0.03365 0.25987 338 9412 
RMG-YZ 0.03370 0.30090 340 9476 
MG 0.03365 0.25755 310 8854 
RMG 0.03365 0.29868 351 9991 
SG 0.03791 0.35016 298 22090 
Table 4a: Comparison between different methods at noise level S = 0.5% 
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Fig. 4a: MG-YZ Fig. 4b: RMG-YZ 
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Fig. 4f: Behavior of various multigrid methods at noise level <5= 0.5% 
Based on the above experiments, we see all methods produce satisfactory results. 
There is no much difference between the MG and MG-YZ methods in both accuracy 
and cost required. Generally MG-YZ works better than MG, but for the RMG it 
is opposite. In implementation, we see the MG/RMG method is simpler. This is a 
merit to use it when we go to higher dimensional problems. 
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4.2 Two Dimensional Examples 
Throughout this section, we consider the two dimensional square domain Q = (0, l)x 
(0,1) and the final time T = 1. We take a regular triangulation T" of triangles with 
h being the mesh size in both x- and y— directions. We take 4-level nested finite 
element grids with mesh sizes hk = {g^, and the time step size t =嘉. 
The lower and upper bounds ai and a2 in the constrained set K are taken to be 0.5 
and 40. The regularization parameter 7 is taken to be in noiseless cases and 
10—9 in noisy cases. For the parameters in the MG method, we take ruk = 40, = 3 
and the meshgrid sizes of involved in step 2 (coarse grid correction/smoothing) of 
the MG method to be {点’斋,嘉}.. . 
As in section 4.1, we will also try to recover the coefficient q{x,y) by the SG 
method in order to have a comparison. In the following examples, however, while 
the MG method converges well, the results of the SG method are not acceptable. 
This indicates that the coarse grid initialization step can indeed provide a good 
initial guess for the solution to converge. By the way, we see that the choice of 
the initial guess is crucial for identifying the coefficient successfully in the two di-
mensional situation. Alternatively, the numerical results from the initialization step 
(denoted by IMG) will be shown to see if any improvement can be given from the 
coarse grid correction step. The RMG method (MG method with the correction 
order reversed) is also applied to solve the inverse problem. 
Example 5 : We take the observed data, the exact solution and the coefficient to 
be identified as follows : 
y) = sin(27rx) + sin(27ry)’ 
u{x,y,t) = esin(对){sin(27nc) + sin(27r?/)}, 
q{x,y) = Z - ?>m{2n{x + y)), 
the function f{x,y) is computed through equation (4.1) using u{x,y,t) and q{x,y). 
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Figure 5.1 shows the exact q(x, y) in a three-dimensional contour plot with 80 con-
tour levels. It is advantageous to use contour plot here since nearly from any point 
of view, the whole structure of the three-dimensional graph can be seen clearly. 
Y M： 
0 8 , 0 
Fig. 5.1: Exact q{x,y) 
In this example, we take the initial guess to be 3 everywhere. The numerical 
results of MG and RMG methods are summarized in Table 5.1. The results of the 
initialization (IMG) is also included for comparison. 
Noise 5 Method relative error e e^ax iterations J{qh) evaluation flops 
0 MG 0.01649 0.23924 6 165 1.42e+ll 
RMG 0.01476 0.23945 6 147 1.38e+ll 
IMG 0.01551 0.23242 - - 3.40e+10 
0.5% MG 0.01896 0.07032 13 345 3.24e+ll 
RMG 0.01896 0.10514 9 82 2.51e+ll 
IMG 0.02296 0.12986 - - 1.82e+10 
1% MG 0.02288 0.09928 10 230 3.56e+ll 
RMG 0.02233 0.10660 11 72 3.98e+ll 
IMG 0.02668 0.14279 - - 1.92e+10 
Table 5.1: Comparisons between different methods at various noise levels 
From the table of results, we see that in the noise free case, relative L^-norm 
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errors given by these methods are small and roughly the same. When we add some 
random noise to the data z ( x , y ) , the error (in both L^-norm and uniform norm) 
given by the IMG is greater than that of the MG methods. This indicates that the 
coarse grid correction has improved the accuracy of the solution. Now, let us see the 
resulting 3D contour graphs for the MG and RMG methods. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 
show both the numerical solutions q h ( x , y) given by MG and RMG are very close to 
the exact coefficient q { x , y) when there is no noise. 
Fig. 5.2: MG 6=0’ e二0.01649’ J e 卯 尸 165 Fig. 5.3: RMG <5=0, e二0.01476, J e v a i = W 
We next show the figures of which 0.5% random noise is added. In figures 5.4 and 
5.5，we see the numerically recovered solutions still resemble the exact solution well. 
This level of noise has little impact on the accuracy and stability of the numerical 
method. When we raise the noise level to 1%, the approximations remain quite 
smooth, see figures 5.6 and 5.7. This means that the numerical method for this 
example is quite stable to noise. In these noisy cases, we change the regularization 
parameter 7 from to 10"^ to produce a nice result. 
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Fig. 5.4: MG 6=0.5%, e二0.01896’ J e — = 3 4 5 Fig. 5.5: RMG 6=0.5%, e二0.01896, Jevai=S2 
Fig. 5.6: MG 6二 1%’ e二0.02288’ Je^„/=230 Fig. 5.7: RMG 5 = 1 % ’ e-0.02233. 
From the information attached to the figures, we see that the relative error of 
both methods are about the same, but for the computational cost on the finest grid, 
the RMG method needs far fewer than the MG method. In other words, to achieve 
the same level of accuracy, less cost is needed for the RMG method. 
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Example 6 : We take the observed data, the exact solution and the coefficient to 
be identified as follows : 
z(x,y) = sinpTnc) sin(27r2/), 
u{x, y, t) = eSinM) sin(27rx) sin(27ry) 
, 、 」 ， . 广 5 7 r 7r\ . / 57 r 7r\ q、x, ？/) = 4 + sin (^―X - - j sin (^―?/ - - J • 
The function /(x, y) is computed through equation (4.1) using u{x, y, t) and q(x, y). 
Figure 6.1 shows the exact q{x, y) in a three-dimensional contour plot with 80 con-
tour levels. 
• • 
0.6 一•、、_ • 0.8 
0.6 
0 0 
Fig. 6.1: Exact q [ x , y ) 
In this example, we take the initial guess 成 to be 4 everywhere. In noiseless 
cases, the regularization parameter 7 is taken to be lO—io while in noisy cases, it is 
taken to be 10—9. The numerical results of MG and RMG methods are summarized 
in Table 6.1. 
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Noise S Method relative error e emax iterations J{qh) evaluation flops 
0 MG 0.01169 0.13678 3 % 8.06e+10 
RMG 0.00947 0.13710 1 40 7.56e+10 
IMG 0.00983 0.13804 - - 1.08e+10 
0.5% MG 0.01447 0.12156 2 ^ 4.99e+10 
RMG 0.01309 0.12193 2 80 9.91e+10 
^ 0-02200 0.13151 - - 9.29e+09 
1% MG 0.01949 0.12563 2 41 4.80e+10 
RMG 0.01839 0.12108 2 49 1.08e+ll 
IMG 0-02843 - - l.lOe+10 
Table 6.1: Comparisons between different methods at various noise levels 
In this example, the numerical solution converges in a few iterations to attain a 
satisfactory level of accuracy. Notice that when there is some random noise in the 
data z(x,y), the error (in both L^-norm and uniform norm) given by the IMG is 
prominently greater than those of the MG methods. This shows that the coarse grid 
correction is indeed effective in the usual order and in the reversed order. Moreover, 
the solutions of MG and RMG are very close to each other at these noise levels. 
In the noise free case, MG needs more cost while in the noisy case, RMG needs 
more. For the noise free case, we see figures 6.2 and 6.3. It seems that both of the 
numerical solutions qh{x, y) are smooth and very close to the exact coefficient q{x, y) 
except at some areas near the boundary. 
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Fig. 6.2: MG S = 0 , e=0.01169, J 蘭 , = 9 5 Fig. 6.3: RMG “ 0 , e二0.00947’ Je皿尸40 
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 below are connected with the recovered solutions solved by 
MG and RMG methods respectively in presence of 0.5% random noise. The recov-
ered shapes make no much difference from the one without noise. Next, we increase 
the random noise to 1%. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 indicate this time, the reconstructed 
solutions qh、oc,y) are rather acceptable. Certainly, the corruption of data due to 
the increased noise are reflected by the larger oscillations. In these noisy cases, we 
change the regularization parameter 7 from lO—io to to produce a nice result. 
0 0 
Fig. 6.4: MG (M).50/o, e=0.01447, J 隱 , = 5 2 Fig. 6.5: RMG ^-0 . 5% , e=0.01309, J e — = 8 0 
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0.2 ^ 0.2 0 2 
0 0 0 0 
Fig. 6.6: MG (5=1%, 6=0.01949, Jevai=41 Fig. 6.7: RMG 6=1%, e=0.01839’ Jevai=^9 
4.3 Conclusions 
From the numerical experiments, we observed : 
1. The MG (or RMG) method gives solutions having smaller oscillating errors 
with the computational cost on the finest grid much less than that given by the 
SG method. In two dimensional cases, while the SG method fails to produce 
satisfactory results in noise free systems, the solution from the MG method 
converges stably to the exact coefficient in presence of random noise. 
2. The relative maximum error of the numerical solutions tends to increase with 
the number of iteration mk in the initialization step as well as the number 
of iteration rik in the correction step. This suggests that m^ and nj, could 
not be too large. On the other hand, if mjt is small, say 10 or below, then 
the initialization could no longer generate a good initial guess. Consequently, 
more cost is required for the computation on the finest grid. 
3. It is not necessary to involve all the grid levels in step 2. If the coefficient to 
be identified is non-smooth, more coarser grids have to be discarded to avoid 
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enlarging the error due to poor approximation by the coarse solution. 
4. In case the reconstruction is sensitive to noise, the regularization parameter 7 
has to be raised when the noise level increases. This agrees with the Morozov's 
discrepancy principle [24] of choosing the parameter 7 so that the residual 
\v{q^',T) — 2；古丨| is the same as the noise level in the data - z\\ < S. 
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